
Victor Swivel
Armchair
S P E C  S H E E T



The Victor swivel armchair is a beautiful addition to any space. Its smaller scale 
makes it a wonderful option in small living rooms or reading corners, but still 
makes an impact on larger spaces as well. The beautiful Natural Cotton fabric 
pairs well with other elements of your space, such as a sofa or loveseat. It has a 
more traditional feel to it with the sleepcover, while being modern with its boxy 
design. The cushion is very comfortable and ideal to sit down to read or have a 
long conversation.

OVERALL DIMENSIONS
W:28.00” x D:30.00” x H:28.00”

DIMENSIONS 
Overall Width: 28.00”
Overall Depth: 30.00”
Overall Height: 28.00”
Sitting Space: W:20.00” x D:18.00”
Seat Height: 18.50”
Armheight: 28.00”
Seat Depth: 18.00”
Weight: 80 lbs
Wyzenbeek 40,000

MATERIALS
100% organic cotton + FSC Certified hardwood frame
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AVAILABLE FABRIC FINISHES

IVORY

100% Organic Cotton



Victor Swivel Armchair

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

FRAME
The frame is  constructed with FSC®-Mixed Certified kiln dried hardwoods, mainly Alder and 
Maple. The frame is reinforced  with double doweled stress joints, countersunk screws, and 
corner blocks. The wood is 100% US lumber. The frame is made to specification with our choice 
of seating support, without the use of pre-manufactures drop-in support boxes.

SUSPENSION & SUPPORT
Consists of 8-gauge sinuous springs stretched in an arch fashion and laterally mounted every 
3 to 4 inches along the length of the chair. Two 8-guage runners are mounted side-to-side, 
providing additional reinforcement.

CUSHION FILL
The seat consists of a foam core encased in two layers of polyester fiber wrap for extra softness. 
The polyester is air spun so it will not clump or crumble over time.

UPHOLSTERY
Organic fabric made of 100% organic cotton.
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